
What do you know?
Colorado Kids: February 27, 2018 

1. Which of these statements about “Girls and Science” at the DMNS is NOT true? 
t. It’s a one-day event where girls get to talk to women who work in science.
e.  It’s for girls only; no boys allowed!
s.  It helps girls see several different ways STEAM subjects can lead to careers.
m. all of the above

2. What made Stomp! different from most musicals, according to the review?
f. The music was made by people using a variety of ordinary objects.
l.  The story was sadder and more complicated than most musicals.
u. Some of the instruments were hundres of years old.
b. all of the above

3. According to the review, what sort of reader might not enjoy “Black Moon Rising”?
y.  Someone who prefers stories about magic.
f.  Someone who gets bad dreams easily.
r.  Someone who enjoys fantasy stories.
y.  all of the above

4. What would have been the best piece of advice for Big Nate to follow in today’s comic?
c.  Don’t joke about cats. 
d.  Don’t wear mittens.
e.  Watch where you’re going.
f.   All of the above

5. How will Starlink be helpful, according to Elon Musk?
t. It will cost less than regular Internet access.
s. It will reach people in very remote areas.
d. It will provide faster connections than most people have now.
o. all of the above

6. Why does Kenny feel guilty?
p. He was hanging out with gangsters while some other gangsters shot his uncle Raymond.
o.  His uncle Raymond took his father’s place after his father died in the war.
f.  He thought of Eddie Nickels and the other gangsters as exciting and fun.
c. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this question:

One legend about this drink says it was discovered
when a goatherder saw his goats eating the berries
that cover the bean-like seed it is made from.             ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 
                                                                                              6            5              2             3            4             1

What do you think?
When George says it’s good they know Eddie wasn’t one of the gangsters who shot Raymond, Kenny asks 
what difference that would make? Would it make a difference? Explain your opinion in a brief  essay.



Proofreading:
There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

Like a Detective, the agent find’s clue’s that might esplain how to solve the 

problem and compleat the story.

Summarize the story:
Use three sentences to tell about Saturday’s “Girls and Science” program at the DMNS.

 1.

2.

3. 

Look it up!
For each of these instruments, tell where it is from and whether you play it by blowing, by beating on it or 
plucking strings or keys.  We’ve done the first one for you.

 balalaika     Russia     plucking

 kalimba

 ocarina

 tabla

 glockenspiel

 rondador


